ntroduction
This guide has been designed for one purpose—to let you enter into a
powerful dialogue with the young people in your life. It will help you find
connections, hear some of the longings and aches in your children’s lives, and
show you how to talk about the tough issues of our day like war, terrorism, loss,
divorce, disability, and depression through the safe confines of a poignant
and funny story, Joan Bauer’s Stand Tall.
How To Talk to Your Children About Tough Times is an educational and healing
tool, a resource for families, groups, teachers, and counselors. It is founded on an
integrative whole person approach. There are opportunities to talk together about
shared experiences, journal or draw thoughts and feelings, and then respond with
practical application. There are four categories that will guide you reflectively to
TALK TOGETHER
GO DEEPER
TAKE ACTION
and LEARN MORE
as you explore deep truths and coping strategies.
You can read the book out loud together or separately; you can determine the
number of weeks you will discuss it. The guide is arranged into three sections—
a three week discussion period is suggested (one week per section),
but not necessary.

week 1
What can we learn from a tree?
What do seasons teach us?
Growing through change

week 2
dis-Ability (lLiving with it—thinking about our differences)
What’s your motto? (what we want our lives to be about)
Divorce (the pain, the reality, and how to face it)

week 3
Standing tall (how to talk about war and terrorism)
Let the sadness come (how to grieve your losses)
Saying goodbye
Finding meaning and purpose in tough times
Two separate guides are available—one for young people and one
for adults. The adult guide has in-depth information for parents, grandparents, counselors, teachers, and other group leaders about some of the
topics discussed. Both guides have a common tone and language suitable for intergenerational discussion.
Here’s how to begin:
•

Ask everyone who will participate to commit to read Stand Tall or listen
to the audio tape from Random House Audio Publishing Group (books
and tapes are available on-line and in bookstores). For easy on-line
access, visit joanbauer.com, click on BOOKS, click on the Stand Tall
box, and place your order.

•

Make sure everyone has a journal/notepad and a pencil or pen.

•

Print the number of free study guides you’ll need on joanbauer.com—
The Stand Tall Study Guide for Youth—Ages 10 and Up, and the adult
guide, How To Talk To Your Children About Tough Times. Younger
children may want to take part in some discussions as well. It’s best to
read the novel to them so they can better understand the story.
Let them draw a picture of their thoughts and feelings about some of
the issues.

We all know that life is difficult. We all know the world seems less safe
and secure. May you find new hope in this memorable story of a tall boy
named Tree and his family who face loss and discouragement and learn
how to overcome.
Catherine Hart Weber, Ph.D.
Family and Marriage Therapist
Copyright 2003, Catherine Hart Weber

notes_

week 1
Read Chapters 1-7

A good way to start your group study is to have someone read the
following out loud:
If you could make one thing in your life disappear, what would it be?
a. Homework
b. Housework
c. Vegetables
d. One of your weird relatives
e. All your problems (HINT: this has been known to include
all of the above)
If you’re like most people, you picked e. Unfortunately, problems, like certain weird relatives, never
really go away. It’s a fact of life. But the good news about problems is that when we face them,
they can help us become stronger, wiser people.
As you read Stand Tall you’ll meet a very tall twelve-year-old boy named Tree who is facing change,
problems, loss, and confusion all at once.
His family is, too. So are some of his friends.
Sometimes reading a book about someone who is working through problems can help you think
about your own life. Do you know why? It’s because people are born storytellers. We tell about our
lives by telling the stories of what has happened to us and to others. In your family or with your
friends, you might have special stories or memories that you tell over and over. These stories
become part of your history together. They help you to understand where you’ve come from.
There are two things you can count on when you read Stand Tall with one or more of your family
members or as a group study.
•

Everyone will react a little differently to the story.

•

You will laugh.

So let’s begin . . .

4
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What can we learn from a tree?

Being a tree is the best thing going in the plant world.
It’s easy to take trees for granted. They’re all around you—but how they grow holds an important secret
to life. No matter how big a tree is (and there are some enormous ones like the California Redwoods
that are over two hundred feet tall) a big part of a tree’s life happens underneath the surface. That’s
where the roots grow. Roots pull nutrients from the soil to help the tree grow strong.
That’s how it is with people, too.
There’s a part of you that everyone can see—how tall you are, what color hair you have, etc. But a big
part of who you are takes place beneath the surface in your heart and mind.
Think about the connections:
A tree produces leaves and fruit.
You produce through gifts and talents.
A tree needs good nutrients from the soil to help it grow.
You need good nutrients, too, like food, rest, love, trust, and kindness.
A tree’s roots grow deeper during drought and storms.
You can face hard, challenging times, but actually grow stronger.
Are you facing any challenges now?
TALK TOGETHER
1. Grandpa and Tree are facing hard, challenging times, but letting their roots grow deeper. What
are they facing? How are they growing stronger?
2. Describe something in your life right now that is causing you to grow deeper roots.
3. Tree’s nickname is hard for him in the beginning, but he learns good
things from it, too. What does he learn?

Think of a time in
each child’s life when
he or she overcame a
difficult situation.
Remind them of that

GO DEEPER

in the group or sepa-

How are you unique? Write about this in your journal or draw a picture.

rately and tell them

Have you ever had a nickname? Write it down and include how you feel about it. Can you draw a picture

how it has always

that shows how you feel about that name?

impressed you.

TAKE ACTION
Nicknames can be powerful labels. We all need to be sensitive to what we call others. Is there someone
you know who has been hurt by name calling? Is there a way you can reach out to him or her?

5
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K

Parents and

What do seasons teach us?

Grandparents

To everything there is a season and a time to every purpose unto heaven…

How do you respond to
your children or han-

The earth speaks without words, but your eyes and senses tell you what season it is.

dle a crisis your child

In spring—new buds appear.

is going through? It’s

In summer—comes the hottest weather.

natural to try to fix

In autum—leaves turn color and fall from the trees.

things for the children
you love, but overindulgence and overprotection can be
harmful to character
growth. Develop a

✴

✲

In winter—many places get snow and ice.
Your life has seasons, too: childhood, young adult, middle-age, senior citizen. With each season there are
times of joy and of difficulty.
One of the KEYS TO HAPPINESS is to learn to enjoy the journey of life whatever season you’re in.
Grandpa did this by finding the positives in his challenges and concentrating on what he had rather than
what he’d lost: "I’ve got every part of my body working except below my right knee. I’ve got a decent

growth oriented per-

mind, a big-time stubborn streak, and a world-class grandson." He had a good sense of humor, too, even

spective that allows

when times were hard.

them to build

TALK TOGETHER

character and stress

1. Is there a situation in your life where you’d like to be more positive?

immunity.

2. What are some positive things in your life right now?
3. Do you know anyone who has a wonderful sense of humor? What is it like to be around him or her?
GO DEEPER
What makes you happy? Write about this in your journal or draw a picture.

TAKE ACTION
LAUGH TOGETHER!
Try laughing out loud for as long as you can with another member of your family or group. You don’t
need something funny to happen first—just start laughing. Use a stopwatch--who laughed the longest?
Don’t skip this one—it’s fun!
Growing through change

It takes time to get used to all the changes.
Change is exciting, scary, confusing, awful, weird, necessary….
Change is part of life, but adjusting to change doesn’t always happen overnight. Even new shoes take
time to break in. Tree’s mom is trying to help her sons adapt to the changes brought about by the divorce,
but they way she does it, though heymom.com, makes them feel uncomfortable. Dad tries to explain how
hard it is to get used to the divorce: “All this change, Tree, is kind of like trying to bat left-handed when
you’ve been a righty all your life.”

6
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TALK TOGETHER
1.What else is change like? Think of some examples. Change is like…cleaning your room…

Change is loss and

diapering a baby . . .

gain at the same time.

2. Share about a change in your life that you’ve had to adjust to. How long did it take you to adjust?
Why do adjustments to change take time?

Grandpa is an
GO DEEPER

important role model

When has change been good for you? Write about this in your journal or draw it as a picture.

to Tree as they both

TAKE ACTION

adjust to the changes

If you‘re going through a difficult change now, share this with someone you trust and ask for support.

in their lives.

Can you think of a way to support someone you know who is going through a change?

Encouragement is a

LEARN MORE
Change is complicated. It’s natural to want to keep things just as they are—it feels safe and secure

gift that everyone

when life doesn’t change. But change helps you to grow-- right in the middle of the struggle you can be

needs. How can you be

building confidence and strength of character. Still, when you experience loss, you need to talk about it

more encouraging to

with someone you trust. Tree could always talk to Grandpa—their relationship was built on trust.

your children?

Learning to change and grow in the little things makes you more ready to face the big things when
they come.

week 2
Read Chapters 8-18
dis-Ability

Think about everything you do each day, then think about doing it with a disability.
With these words, physical therapist Mona Arnold tells Tree how to best help his grandpa recover.
Is there something about your body that makes you feel different? Losing a leg, arm, or any function of
your body can be a life-long challenge. People can be different from others in many ways. Tree was hugely tall for his age. Sophie always spoke the truth, but not everyone appreciated it. Sully Devo had a hearing aid. A divorce can make a family feel different.
TALK ABOUT IT
1. Do you think Tree sees his height as a disability? Why? How do you think he feels about his
lack of athletic ability?
2. Tree is a big help to Grandpa in his recovery. What did you learn about Tree from the way he helps?
What did you learn about Grandpa?
3. Tree reaches out to Sophie when she is being picked on because he knows what it is like to be teased.
Have you ever done that for someone or had someone do that for you?

7
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4. Are you unique or different from others in any particular way?
GO DEEPER
Think about the things that you are thankful for. Make a list of them in your journal or draw them
as a picture.
TAKE ACTION
Write or eat with your other hand, hop on one leg, wear a blindfold, or put ear plugs in your ears. What’s
it like to face such challenges?
What’s your motto?

Treat people the way you want to be treated.
Speak your mind and ride a fast horse.
No one can make you feel inferior without your consent.
A motto is a phrase or sentence that communicates a guiding principle. Most countries, businesses,
schools, and institutions have mottos. Many people do, too.
TALK ABOUT IT
1. What does Sophie’s motto, "Speak your mind and ride a fast horse" mean? How does that fit her?
2. Does your school have a motto? Your city? Your country? Find out.
3. Tree thinks up a motto for himself and one for the dinosaurs. What are they? Do they fit?
4. How do you want to be treated?
GO DEEPER
Alone or together with your family or group, develop a motto. Think of something that captures who you
are, who you would like to be, or an idea you want to represent.
TAKE ACTION
Write that motto down, design it on a computer, or illustrate it to make it special. Read it daily for a week
and try to do something each day to make it a reality.
Divorce

Divorce casts so many shadows.
Divorce involves change and getting used to change takes time. Tree and his brothers experience a wide
range of feelings about divorce.
Tree feels disoriented moving from his father’s house to his mother’s house. He longs for the way
it used to be.

8
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The family feels sad and can’t always express their feelings in words.
The brothers are irritable and don’t want to do much. Larry has begun drinking to block the pain.
Tree sometimes feels scared and sick at night for no reason.
All of these feelings are normal. If you are going through a divorce or have experienced one, talk with
someone you trust who can help you to sort through your thoughts and feelings.
TALK TOGETHER
1. Do you think divorce is like a war and can have a lasting effect on people?
2. Divorce is different for every family. How does Sophie’s family deal with divorce compared to
Tree’s family?
3. Mom develops a website, heymom.com, to stay in touch with her sons. Do you think it helped? What
else could she do to stay in touch?
4. Do you know anyone close to you who is going through a divorce? How can you be supportive?
GO DEEPER
Has your family gone through a divorce? How has that affected you? Write about this in your journal or
draw a picture of your feelings.

Emotional stages
children may
experience in response
to divorce:

LEARN MORE

If you are going through a divorce, learn about the healing process and, if necessary, get help and
support through professional counseling. Divorce can be a very complex and painful process, requiring
time for adjustment and healing. Children differ in their ability to bounce back from such a

• Fear

traumatic experience, so be sensitive and considerate during the process.

•

Here are some helpful considerations to improve a child’s resiliency during the divorce healing process:

and anxiety

Abandonment and
rejection

1. Don’t be afraid to be honest with your child. Be guided by the principle that your child should not
experience any unpleasant surprises or sudden revelations—be sensitive and use good timing.

• Loneliness

Answer questions put to you honestly and don’t evade the truth unless you have very good reasons

and sadness

• Frustration

for doing so. This is especially important for children because fear that is unexplained is based on

• Rejection

the imagination—feeding worry and anxiety, often resulting in psychosomatic disorders.

and anger

and

resentment

2. Give liberal explanations, but not defensive excuses. There is often guilt for parents about what

• Reestablishment

they have done to their children as a result of the divorce, and that can cause them to tend to

of trust

become excessively defensive--explaining away all their actions. Objective explanations are better
than defensive excuses because defenses are too emotionally charged. The facts can become distorted
and create further confusion in a child’s mind.
3. Allow time for processing feelings and reactions. …It takes time to adjust to changes, to heal. The
more extensive the change, the more time needed for processing. Don’t expect children to “get over”
a divorce quickly. Be patient and allow children sufficient time to process the changes.

9
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4. Give freedom of choice. While a child doesn’t have the freedom to choose divorce, there are other
areas where they can be given decision-making responsibility and a measure of control over their
lives. This is especially important for older children and teenagers who often feel violated by not
having a say in decisions that are made about them. Include them in decisions such as where
should they live? Who gets to keep the dog? Should they change schools? If they are included in the
decision-making process, they will feel better about the decision and are more likely to cooperate
with the outcome.
5. Build the child’s security. Change as little as possible in a child’s environment, home, school, and
neighborhood during and immediately after a divorce. Keep their environment as secure and stable
as possible, considering all the other adjustments demanded during the divorce.
From: Helping Children Survive Divorce: What To Expect, How To Help. Dr. Archibald Hart, Ph.D.

week 3
Read Chapters 19 to the end

war

peace

honor heroes

terrorism

loss

overcoming

Standing Tall

They marched. Not for themselves. They marched to remember the ones who didn’t make it
back. They marched because seeing so much loss can teach you about life. They marched
because we’re all fighting a war whether we know it or not—a war for our minds and souls
and what we believe in.
Stand Tall is a story that talks about the lessons and the memories of war.
War has been much in the news these days.
The terrorist attacks of September 11 were considered an act of war.
Many countries are fighting an ongoing war on terrorism.
The Iraq War and its aftermath made headlines every day. There will probably be other wars.
Everyone has different feelings about war. Some people feel that in certain cases war is justified. Others
do not. Most recently during the Iraq War, many people took to the streets to protest this war. War
protests happened during the Vietnam War, too. In Chapter Five Tree gives a report about war including
both his and Grandpa’s feelings about it. You might want to read this section out loud in your group.
A war is an intense struggle. The metaphor of war is woven throughout Stand Tall as the characters
struggle against the challenges and difficulties set before them.

10
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TALK TOGETHER
1. Discuss your thoughts and feelings about war. Do you think it has a purpose?
2. Vietnam, the war Grandpa fought in, was a different kind of war because people could see it on their TV
screens. Now we are living with a war on terrorism. How is this war different?
3. What are some of the battles that the characters in Stand Tall are fighting?
4. Are you fighting any battles right now?
GO DEEPER
If you are battling something right now, where can you find strength so that you don’t have to fight alone?
Who or what can help you? Write about this in your journal or draw a picture of it.
TAKE ACTION
•

How has 911 affected you?
The terrorist attacks of September 11 have made many people more afraid and anxious. The fight
against fear is an important battle to enter. You win it in your mind and heart. Living with courage
doesn’t mean you’re never afraid. It means you don’t let fear be the final word. You make a decision
every day to find the good in life and to focus on that. You make a decision to choose hope in your
heart and to see the signs of hope around you. This takes practice, but it’s worth the battle. Remember
Grandpa. While facing many opportunities to choose fear, but instead he grabs onto hope, laughter,
and courage.
**If you have experienced a deep personal loss, the next section on grieving and healing should
be helpful.

•

Talk to someone who has fought in a war.

•

Honor heroes. What makes someone a hero? Many brave men, women, and children have been called
heroes for their courage and kindness. Honor them especially on days of remembrance like Memorial
Day, July 4th, Veterans Day, and September 11th.

•

Do you have any heroes in your life? How do they inspire you?

Let the sadness come

It’s tough around here, I know. We’ve all lost a piece of ourselves. War does that—it blows
things up and leaves an empty place where something important used to be.
There are two kinds of losses. The ones you can see (like the loss of Grandpa’s leg, his friends who died in
the war, the houses ruined in the flood) and the ones you can’t see, like ideas (what a home is), or feelings
of security and belonging (not having everything you care about under one roof).
Whether you lose things you can see or things you can’t, it’s important to let yourself feel the sadness. This
process is called grieving. Losses that you can’t see are sometimes the hardest to understand because
they aren’t always obvious. Grieving, like change, takes time. You can feel shock at what you’ve lost, or
"phantom pain" like Grandpa experiences. Although his leg is gone, at times he still feels like it is there.
You can wish for things to be the way they once were. You can get disorganized for a while (although for
11
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some of us being disorganized is normal!) You can lose interest in things you used
to care about.
All of these are normal stages that people pass through when grieving a loss. The damage to Tree’s
father’s house after the flood is huge. The brothers are shocked, angered, and then grieve the loss of their
home and many of their belongings, but with Grandpa’s help, they begin to do something about the loss.
They begin to rebuild. What a difference that makes.
TALK TOGETHER
1. What does Tree find worth restoring in the sewage and muck of the basement?
2. How does restoring his brothers’ awards help Larry and Curtis? How does it help Tree?
3. Every character in the story has a different way of coping with pain and loss. Think of a few characters
and compare them. When life gets tough, Tree’s mother gets __________. Who says, “Let me tinker
around here, or I’ll get so bored, I’ll start taking this hospital apart piece by piece.” Who first tells Tree,
“You’ve gotta laugh. If you don’t, you’ll cry.”
4. Helping others is an important theme in Stand Tall. Tree makes friends with Sophie after the eighth
grade girls are mean to her. The Vietnam vets bring Christmas to the children’s hospital. What are some
other examples in the book?
5. Sophie experiences a different kind of loss at school when the garbage is put by her locker. What kind
of loss is that, and how does she deal with it?
GO DEEPER
Everyone experiences loss differently. Are you experiencing a loss right now? Write about it in your journal or draw a picture of what you’re feeling.

Grief
A Natural, Adaptive Response to Loss.
Grieving is an ongoing, active process and takes time. The intensity and depth of the grieving process
is different for everyone, depending on the nature of the relationship and the nature of the loss.
Eventually you begin to fill in the gap of the loss, adjust and move on, but sometimes it is never completely filled.
There are four stages of loss and grief:
1. Shock/Numbing. This can be outbursts of intense emotion, distress or anger, or the opposite—
denial and avoiding the pain and reality of the loss.
2. Yearning and Searching for What Was Lost. Wishing for the way it was and trying to make it happen again--this can include holding on to objects or doing familiar rituals as ways of trying to stay
connected with the loss.
3. Disorganization and Despair. This includes sadness, the inability to concentrate, losing interest in
things that used to be enjoyable; fear and hopelessness about the future. This can lead to depression.
4. Adjusting/Reorganizing. Healing comes over time. The reality of the loss is eventually confronted
and accepted.
12
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Adapted from John Bowlby’s recent "four stages of grief" model.
Another model of loss is offered in On Death and Dying by Elizabeth Kubler-Ross.
Steps to Healing Loss
1. Remember, everyone experiences loss differently, depending on the history of loss, age, personality,
nature of the loss, values, world view, etc.
2. It is important to be able to talk about your loss. This helps you understand your losses better, and
makes saying goodbye easier. Both talking and journaling have been found very effective in the
healing process of grieving losses.
3. It is important to identify what has been lost. Understand the facets and complexity of each loss.
There could be multiple losses. Unravel these losses to see the whole picture.
4. Separate the concrete (those you can see) from the abstract losses (those you cannot see).
5. Separate the imagined and threatened losses from the real.
6. Allow yourself to experience the grieving process.
7. In time you will come to an acceptance of the reality of loss.
8. As you develop a perspective on loss…you will build faith and hope.
From:Unveiling Depression in Women: A Practical Guide to Understanding and Overcoming
Depression. Archibald Hart, Ph.D., Catherine Hart Weber, Ph.D.
LEARN MORE: Post Traumatic Stress and Growth

Going through any traumatic life-threatening experience is profoundly stressful, whether it be an accident, war, terror attack, natural disaster, physical violence, or violation. Other traumatic experiences,
such as divorce, physical illness, or loss of a body part, can also impact chemicals in the brain to cause
a similar stressful response. Some people (20-30%) may experience Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
(PTSD) in which they can "re-experience" the event and persist in remembering the trauma through
nightmares and back-flashes. These reactions send high levels of stress response hormones throughout
the body and can impair the brain’s ability to properly function. This can be reversed through exercise,
medication, and effective support therapy.
An article in the New England Journal of Medicine in 2002 stated that more than 130,000
Manhattan citizens suffered from PTSD, depression, or anxiety after the World Trade Center attacks.
No one really knows how many people still suffer from the psychological aftermath. In response, there
has been a surge of interest in the health care community to understand and effectively bring hope,
meaning, purpose, and healing to those impacted by this tragedy. The encouraging news about trauma
is that it can be overcome through a deepening of spiritual beliefs, changes in self-perception, growing
closer to others, and pursuing new paths for life.
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Saying goodbye

We light this candle of hope to help us remember that hope can always be with us. We light
this candle to thank God for helping us through the flood.
Memorials, ceremonies, and symbols help people remember and pass through the grieving process.
When Tree visits the Vietnam Veterans Memorial, he understands it’s a place that helps people deal with
loss. He wishes there could be a memorial wall for divorce.
There are many memorials at Ground Zero where people have placed flowers, pictures, and personal
items to help them mourn their loved ones who died in the terrorist attack.
What helps us through loss? Love, laughter, helping others, a good attitude, allowing ourselves to grieve,
expressing our feelings, prayer . . .
TALK TOGETHER
1. Can you think of a ceremony or memorial that could help Tree in grieving the loss of his parents’ marriage? Would there be one that could help the whole family?
2. How did you feel when Bradley rose up on the vet’s table, saved by the cat?
3. Tree hopes his parents will get back together, but they don’t. What helps him accept that?
4. What has helped you accept loss?
GO DEEPER
Have you experienced a recent loss? Are you still getting over it? Write about what you’ve learned in this
study that could be helpful to you now. If you feel stuck, talk to someone you trust or consider finding a
professional therapist to help you through.
TAKE ACTION
WELCOME HOME, FOLKS
WE’RE GOING TO MAKE IT
This sign put up by the Vietnam vets after the flood brings hope and encouragement to the town.
Do you need to hang a sign anywhere for yourself, your family, or someone else?
LEARN MORE
Facts to think about:
Love can increase you immune system by 400%.
Laughter can help heal your mind and body.
Exercise helps you fight stress.

“The best way to cheer yourself up,
is to cheer somebody else up.”
Mark Twain
14
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Building resistance
and resilience against
Finding meaning and purpose in difficult times

depression
After suffering the

It’s going to be a long night, folks. Whatever you’ve learned about getting through hard times,
I hope you’ll share it with the people around you.

initial shock of loss and

Have you ever thought about why you’re on this earth? Why do you have the gifts and talents you’ve been

most people naturally

given? Why have you gone through the experiences that have shaped your life? Every person has a pur-

start healing and

pose. Every person has immeasurable value.

building a new life.

Tree finds purpose in the middle of the fear, danger, and uncertainty of the flood. He helps save animals

However, some experi-

and his father speaks words of encouragement to him that mean so much:

ence ‘complicated’ grief,

I don’t think I’ve told you how much help you’ve been with Grandpa. I don’t know what I would

when the natural sad-

have done without you.

ness of loss turns into

I told your mom how well you’ve been handling all this, how you’re helping out everywhere. I told her I

despair and hopeless-

was so proud of you, I could bust.

ness. There are practi-

We all need encouragement, especially when times are hard. Encouragement is a gift we can all give.

cal ways to prevent this

Is there someone you know who needs encouragement?

from happening. If you

GO DEEPER

grieve your losses

Think about your purpose.

properly and feel the

What gives you hope and purpose for living? Write about this in your journal or draw a picture of it.

feelings, you will better

then grieving the loss,

Everything has a purpose, really—you just have to look for it.

build resistance against

Cats are good at keeping old dogs alive.

despair and depression

Loss helps you reach for gain.

as well as be prepared

Death helps you celebrate life.

for other losses.

War helps you work for peace.

The first rule of

A flood makes you glad you’re still standing.

rebuilding is to find

And a tall boy can stop the wind so a candle of hope can burn bright.

something positive

TALK TOGETHER

and concentrate

How can you keep hope burning bright?

on that.

What are the signs of hope around you?

Get a candle and
Thank you for taking part in this study. We would love to hear from you.

designate it as your

Contact us at letters@joanbauer.com

candle of hope. Light it
regularly in your
family or group to
remember that hope
can always be
with you.
15
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